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Abstract

Case Report

Stress Fracture is a slightly common bone fracture that occurs due to disproportion of the mode of mechanic chronic
stress and the strength of the bone. It can be Occur Either due to normal stress on diseased bones which called an
insufficient fracture or due to strong stress on the normal bone which called a fatigue fracture.
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CASE
A 32 years old patient, presented with subacute
foot pain with mild lameness, she has a history of ankle
trauma 2 months ago with recent aggravation. The
following are patient imaging.

Ultrasound correlation of the fractured area
revealed Hyperechogenic area with acoustic shadow

CT Bone show periosteal reaction with a radiolucent
transverse line

Xray Foot (AP and Lateral views) shows a
periosteal reaction with a radiolucent transverse line in
the distal third of the third metatarsal.

CT (Small parts) shows Small part edema
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new bone formation), plus it can be helpful if Xray is a
negative and positive bone scan [10].
Ultrasound has good sensitivity and less
specificity in the diagnosis of metatarsal fracture plus
general ultrasound features (Noninvasive, mobile,
costless). Stress fracture appears on ultrasound sound as
cortical disruption surrounded by hyper-echogenicity
(soft tissue edema) and increases power doppler and
periosteal thickening [1].
MRI (axial, coronal, and sagittal Proton
Density shows Bone marrow edema low signal T1
hyperintense in T2 and STIR. Adjacent small parts
edema.T1 hypointense fracture line.

RECOMMENDATION
MRI is the recommended imaging modality for
diagnosis of a stress fracture, if not available ultrasound
plays a promising role in stress fracture diagnosis.
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